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lNlRODUCTION 
IN THEIR paper [l] in 1958, Dold and Thorn demonstrated a natural isomorphism between 
the homology groups of certain topological spaces and the homotopy groups of their 
associated symmetric product spaces. In [2] in 1960, Federer and Fleming introduced the 
integral current groups. The’ natural isomorphism between the O-dimensional integral 
cycle groups of a space X and the group AG(A’) together’with certain heuristic reasoning led 
Federer to conjecture the existence of a more general isomorphism: between the m- 
dimensional homotopy groups of the k-dimensional integral cycle groups and the m + k 
dimensional homology groups of the supporting space, for all non-negative integers m 
and k. This paper establishes uch an isomorphism. 
The intuitive appeal of the theorem is probably best appreciated through the con- 
struction appearing in section 3.4 where a representative of an m-dimensional homotopy 
class of k-dimensional cycles is obtained by m successive intersections of an m -I- k- 
dimensional integral polyhedral cycle with hyperplanes. The basic mapping in the opposite 
direction, i.e. from homotopy classes to homology classes, appears in 3.2. In particular, 
iff: (F, IT + (Z,(A), 0) is a continuous function into the k-dimensional integral cycles of 
a suitable set A c R”, then for a sticiently fine triangulation of I‘“, finduces a chain map 
of degree k from the complex of I”’ into the complex of integral currents. The homology 
class of the cycle determined in &+,,, (A) by this chain map depends only on the homotopy 
class off. 
$6 contains an interpolation formula for maps into integral cycle groups, which, used 
in conjunction with the extension criterion of $4 for maps into arbitrary topological abehan 
groups, defines the homotopies necessary to finish the proof of the theorem. 
The author wishes to express his particular gratitude and appreciation to Professor 
Herbert Federer, under whose guidance this thesis was prepared, for his many suggestions, 
continual encouragement, and great simplification in notation. Also, many thanks are due 
to Professor Wendell H. Fleming for his continue&interest and stimulating suggestions. 
This research was supported by grants from the National Science Foundation. 
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1. LIPSCI-ilTZ NEIGHBORHOOD RETRACE3 AND INTEGRAL CURRENT TOPOLOGIES 
DEFINITION (1 .l). A subset A c R” is a local tipschitz neighborhood retract, abbre- 
viated LLNR, if and only if there is a neighborhood U of A in R” and a locally Lips&it&n 
map u : U + A such that u(x) = x fpr x E A [2, $5.91. If, in addition, A is compact, one 
says A is a compact Lipschitz neighborhood retract, abbreviated CLNR. 
The following theorem is due to Federer and makes more explicit the remark [2, $5.10]. 
THEOREM (1.2). Suppose A is a closed subset of R”, E > 0, 1 2 1 and the following 
condition holds for m = 1, 2, . . . , n: 
Every Lipschitzian map f : ‘rm -+ A for which 
diam[image (f )] < E, 
has a Lipschitzian extension g : I”’ + A, for which 
Lip(g) 5 J Wf). 
Under these conditions there exists a 6 > 0 and a Lipschitzian retraction of {x : distance 
(x, A) < b} onto A. 
Proof. Choose a cell cgmplex K on R” - A consisting of cubes 0 such that diam(o) 6 
cvdistance (a, A) and inf{distance (a, A), 1) r; c*diam(u), where c is a suitable constant. 
Assume e < 1, let 
e 
’ = 2”. n!(l + c)A”-l 
and let L be the subcomplex of K consisting of all those cubes d of K for which 
G c (x: distance (x, A) < q/c} 
Note that, for u EL, diam(a) $ q and distance (a, A) $ c.diam(o), because 
q/c < q$ e c 1. 
Maps r,,, : IL”‘1 + A are inductively defined, by successive xtensions, as folIows: 
For each x E ILo\ choose ro(x) so that 
Ix- ro(x)j = distance (x, A). 
For each l-dimensional cube u of L, with endpoints a and b, choose s E Q so that dis- 
tance (s. A) = distance (a, A), and iote that 
Irdai - r,(b)] I; distance (a, A) + Ia - bl + distance (b, A) 
5 la - sl + distance (s, A) + ia - b{ + 16 - sj + distance (s, A) 
= 21” - bj + 2sdistance (a, A) s fja - bl + 2 *diam(a) 
= 2(1 + c)la - bj. 
Lip(r,jti) = 2(1 + c) 
which in turn implies 
diam[r,(&)] S 2( 1 + c)diam(a) < 2( 1 + c)q c e 
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Let r,{a be a Lipschitzian,extension of r& such th& 
,*4 ..,i 
This- defines rl . 
Lip(r, la) I 2(1 + c)A : ’ . 
. 
Suppose 1 < m 5 n and k,,,_ i has been delined sothat, for each m - l-dimensional 
CUbeUOfL 
Lip(r,_-,(o) I2”T’(m - l)!(l -+ c)P-’ 
To define r,,,, consider any m-dimensional cube G of L. Feting that the restriction of 
T,,,_~ to each face of 0 has the Lipschitz constant . 
2”-‘(m - l)!(l + c)P.-i 
one finds that 
Lip(r,_,Ic?) s (2m)2”“(m - l)!(l + c)R*-i 
= 2”m !( 1 + c)P- ’ 
which implies that 
diam[r,,,-,(&)I $ Lip(r,_,lk).diam(a) < Lip(r,_,(6).q <E. 
Let r,,,lo be a Lipschitzian extension of r,,,_llti such that 
Lip(r&) S 2m - m!(l + c)Am: 
Finally the map r, can be extended to a (at this point conceivably discontinuous) retraction 
p:~LIl_JA-+A. 
Note that 
{x: distance (x, A) c r&(1 + c)} c IL] u A 
because if 0 -z distance (x, A) < ~~~(1 + c) -I, there exists a cube ~7 of K for which x E a; 
then diam(a) $ c.distance (x, A), hence 
distance (x, A) + diam(o) c qc-‘(1 + c)-‘(1 + c) = tfc” 
and consequently 0 belongs to L. 
IfaEAandxoILI,sayxEe~L,and~isavertexofu,then 
I< - x/ s diam(a) 5 c - distance (a, A) s c * Ix - al, 
It - p(t)] = It - +d~l = disbw(t, A) s It: - x] + Ix - ~1, 
Id4 - dxjl = Ia - ml 
where 
6 10 - rj + Ir - Pwl+ IF-40 - ml 
$5 - XI i- It - XI + It: - XI + Ix - al + (G(O - r.(x)l 
_ u - XI + I< - x1(2 + 2”n!(l + c)?) s Ia - Xl& 
/A = 2 + c[2 f 2%!(1 + c)P-j. 
Consequently the condition 
JAY) - P(X)} s P’lY - XI 
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holds in case either y E A and x E IL1 
or y and x belong to a singie cube of L. 
It readily follows that the condition holds in case the line segment with endpoints x and y 
is contained in A u ILI. Therefore p is locally Lips&it&n. 
Let 0 < 6 < qc-‘(1 -t c)“ and a = qc-‘(1 + c)” - 6. Suppose x, y E {z: distance 
(x, A) S a}. In case lx - yl 5 a the line segment connecting x to y lies in A u ILI. If, 
on the other hand, [x - yl > a, then 
JP(x) - pcy)j’l ]p(x) - xl + Ix - yl + Jy - P(Y)] 
s (P + 1) distance (x, A) ,+ Ix - yI + @ + 1) distance (y, A) 
<2@+1)*6+Ix-yl 
< (2(j4 + 1)6a” + 1)1x - yl. 
Hence p restricted to {x: distance (x, A) < 6) is Lipschitzian. 
COROLLARY (1.3). Let A c R” and B c F. Suppose f : A + B is a bi-Lipschitzian 
homeomorphism. Then A is a CLNR if and only if B is a CLNR. 




where U and W are open neighborhoods of A and B respectively. Then there exists an open 
neighborhood V c W of B and a Lipschitzian homotopy 
w,:U*U for 0 5 t I 1 
w&) = x forxrzU 
WI(x) = 4x) for xEV. 
Proof. Choose e > 6 > 0 to satisfy the following conditions 
U,=R”n{(x:distance(x,A)~a)CU 
W, = R” A (x: distance (x, B) s b} c W 
6 S (Lip(v))- ’ -8 . 
Then whenever x E W, the straighk line segment joining x to u(x) lies in U,. Let 
V = R” A (x: distance (x, B) < J/2) 
and define 
WlW = 00 forxEV 
WrQ = 2.6’‘*distance (x, V)-(I+) - x) forxeWd-V 
w&c) = x forxEU- W, 
w&c) =‘x for xaU 
w is then the linear homotopy between w. and wl. 
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C!OROLLARY (1.5) The map 
uow1:(U, v)+(A,B) 




is a homotopy between the identity map on A and (u 0 w,)lA. 
COROLLARY (1.6). The map 
i* : H,(A, B) -+ H,( U, V) 
induced by the inclusion map i of (A, B) into (U, v> is a monomorphism. 
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DEEWITIONS (1.7). 
(1) I,,@“) = Q I,@“) is the chain complex of integral currents of R” with boundary 
homomorphism “a [2, $3.71. 
(2) 
(3) 
I,(A) = @ Z,(A) = I,@“) n {T: support (T) c A) for A c R”. 
P 
ForBcAcR” 
Z,(A, B) = Z,(A) n (T: support (8T) c B) for k = 1, 2,3, . . . 
Z,,(A, B) = Z,(A) n {T: the coefficient sum of T is 0) 
One can abbreviate Z,(A, q5) = Z;(A). Note also Z,(A, A) = Z,(A) for k > 0. 
(4) The integral currents of R” have a natural weak topology. In particular, if T, 
T. E Z,(R”) for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , then 
lim T. = T (weakly) 
n-c0 
ifaqdonlyif 
hm T,(4) = T(4) 
n-rm 
for each infinitely differentiable k‘ form C$ on R” [z, $2.31. With respect o this weak topology 
the boundary homomorphism is continuous. 
(5) Each integral current T E Z,(R”) has a mass M(T) [2, 52.41. Let also 
N(T) = M(T) + M(8T) c2, 63.11 
(6) For each A c R” def%re 
GA:Zk(A)+R ,fork=O, 1,2 ,... 
G,,(T) = inf{M(T + 8s) + M(s): SEZ~+~(A)) for T E Z,(A) 
G, defines a metric on Z,(A), also denoted GA, 
G,(T,, T2) = G,,(T, - T2) * for T,, Tz E Z,(A). 
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This metric induces a topology on I,(A), to be called the G, metric topology, in which, again, 
a is continuous. 
Remark (1.8). If A c R”, T E I,(A), and m is a positive integer, then it is not necessarily 
true that G,(mT) = mG,(T). Consider the following example. Let B c R” be a smooth 
homeomorphic image of real 2-dimensional projective space. Let T E&(B) be a cycle of 
least mass which.does not bound in B. Then clearly G,(T) = M(T). However, there exists 
S E I,(B) such that aS = 2T. Choose E > 0 such that 
and define 
&2M(S) < 2&M(T) 
p: R”+R” 
p(x) = EX for xER” 
Let A = p(B). Then clearly 
GA(~P~(T)) < 2G,(/U’)). 
INDUCTWE LIMIT TOPOLOGY (1.9). For A c R” and k = 0, 1,2, . . ., I,(A) can be topolo- 
gized as the inductive limit of its M-bounded subsets. Then, in particular, each compact. 
subset is M-bounded [l, §§2.11, 2..14]. Also with this topology &,(A, 4) is naturally iso- 
morphic with AG(A : 0) [l, H.31. 
Remark (1.10). If A is a CLNR and if T, T, E I,(A) for n = I, 2, 3, . . . with 
sup{N(T,): II = 1, 2, 3, . ..> < co, 
then 
lim T, = T 
in the weak topology if and only if 
n-co 
lim G,(T,, T) = 0 
“‘(I) 
[2, $57.1, 7.2, 7.31. Hence also if c is a positive number, 
Z,(A) n {T: N(T) 5 c} 
is compact in both the weak topology and the GA metric topology [2, $8.131. 
. 
PROPOSITION (1.11). For each CLNR A there are numbers v1 > 0 and v2 < co such 
that, if T E&(A), k > 0, and M(T) < vl, then there exists S E I,+,(A) with 
* as= T 
M(S) 5 inf{M(Q) : QeZt+ ,(A) and aQ = T} 
M(S) = v&(T)~+~‘~‘. 
Proof. The proposition follows from [2, gg6.2, 1.7(4), 1.101, and the lower semicon- ’
tinuity of IU. 
DEFINITION (1.12). If T and S are as in 1.11, then S is called an M-isoperimetric hoice 
for T. 
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COROLLARY (1.13). For each CLNR A and each positive integer: p, there is a number 
vz~OsuchthatifT~~I~(A),k>O,fori= 1,2 ,..., p, 
sup{M(T,): i = 1,2, . . . , p} I v 
then there iS S E I,+,(A) which is an M-isoperimetric hoice for with 
M(S) s sup{M(T,): i = 1,2, . . . , p}. 
COROLLARY (1.14). For each CLNR A there is a number vJ > 0 such that if T E Z,(A) 
and GAT) < vl, then 
G,(T) = inf{M(Q): QEZ,+,(A) and aQ = T}. 
Furthermore, for some SE Z,+l(A), 8s = T and M(S) = G,(T). 
DEANITION (1.15). If T and S are as in 1.14, then S is called a G,&operimetric choice 
for T. 
PROPOSITION (1.16). Let T E I,(R”) and let u : R” + R have Lipschitz constant {. Set 
U, = {x: u(x) > r}. Suppose -oo<a<b<co. ThenforL,aImostallr~R,TnU,~ 
I,(R”) [2, 52.41. Furthermore for some r 6 (a, b) . 
M[a(T n U,) - (aT) n U,] g t(b - a)-‘M(T). 
Proof: T n U, is rectifiable for each r E R ,[2, §3.8(3)]. For L1 almost all r E R, 
N(T n U,) < co [2, $3.91. Hence T n U, EZ~(R”) for L1 almost all r E R [2, $8.141. By 
r2, §3.101 
s 
* M[a(T n U,) - (aT) n UJ ds g {//Tl/({x: a < u(x) $ b}). 
0 
Hence for some r E (a, b) 
(b - a)M[a(T n U,) - (aT) n U,] s {M(T). 
LEMMA (1.17). Let X c R”\ be open. If, for each j = 1,2, . . . , q, fi : X -* R is integrable, 
fjzO,and 
s 
fj dLn = CjLn(X) 
X 
then 
L,(Xn{X:f,JX)~4Cj forj=1,2 ,..., q})>O. 
Otherwise 
PROPOSITION (1.18). Let T,, T2, . . . , T, E Z,(R”), and let u : R” + R have Lipschitz con- 
stant& SetU,={x:u(x)>r)forrER,and-suppose--oo<a<b<oo. ThenforL, 
almostB all r E R, Ti n U, E I,(R”) for each i =. 1, 2, . . . , q. 
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Furthermore, for some r E (a, b) 
M?(T, n UJ - (WI n U,l 5 q4U - 4”WO 
for each i = 1, 2, . . . , q. 
Proof. The fist statement follows from 1.16. Set X = (u, b) c R’. Set 
f,ir> = W?(Tj n u,) - CaTi> n u,l 
and 
cj = (L,(X))-1 
s 
fJ dL, 5 (b - u)-‘CiV(T,) 
x 
forj = 1, 2, . . . , q. By 1.17, for some r E (a, b), fxr) 5 qcI $ (b - u)-‘&14(Tj) for each j. 
THEORW (1.19). For each CLNR A in R” there is a number p < co such that for each 
T E ZdA) 
%&“I s G,(T) 6 /%(T). 
Proof. The inequality on the left is clear. Let 11: R” 3 R, u(x) = distance (x, A), for 
x E R”. Then 1( has Lips&k constant 1. Set U, = {x : u(x) < r}. Since A is a CLNR 
the+s8>0andf:U, + A with’ Lips&k constant < such that f(x) = x for x E A. Let 
T E Z,(A), and choose Q o Z,+,(R”) such that 
G,,(T) = ikf(T - aQ) + M(Q). 
Choose t E (0,~) such that 
Q n ~p~L+rWJ 
M[J(Q n U,) - @Q) n U,] S lee-’ M(Q). 
Let S = f,(Q n U,> E Z,+,(A). Then 
M(T - 8s) + M(S) s ckiM(T - d(Q n U,)) f t”‘M(Q n U,) 6 5”(2 + sW1)GR.(7’). 
Choose then p = r(2 + 8-l). 
DEINlTIONS (1.20). 
(1) Zk(A, B)/Zk(& B) is the quotient group Of .Z,(A, B) by Z@, B) for B c A c R” and 
k = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
JW, B) : L(A) + Z&W,@) 
is the natural projection. 
(2) Each 7 oZ,(A, B)/Z,(B, B) has a lluzss 
Similarly 
M&(T) = inf(M(7’): TcZ,(A, B) and P(A, B)(T) = 7.). 
N,,&) = inf{N(T): T E&(A, B) and P(A, B)(T) = ;} 
and 
GA,B(r) =.inf{G,(T): TEZk(A, B) and P(A, B)(T) = z}. 
Rewk (1.21). It is not true, in general, that if ‘5 EZJA, B)/Z,(B, B) then for some 
ToZk(A, B), M(T) = MA,B(@ and P(A, B)(T) = 7. For in Rz, let A = 1%: 14 s 2) and 
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B = A A (x: x2 -< O}. Consider S E &(A, B), S = g ,, S,, where S,, corresponds to the 
circle of radius 2-” centered at the origin and positively oriented. Then 
&,&‘(A, B)(S)) = 2-1(~&7t).2-9 = 271 
but there is no integral current T E &(A, B) such that T - S E Z,(B) and M(T) = 2x. 
&LOPOSnON (1.22). For each pair of CLNR’s A and B with B c A, there are numbers 
v1 > 0 and v2 < 03 such that, if T E Z&4, B)/Z,(B, B), k > 0, and M,&T) c vi, then there 
exists SE Ik+l(A) with 
P(A, B)(JS) = z 
M(S) $ v2MAIB(r)‘+Y 
Proof: The proposition follows from the definitions and 1.11. 
PROPOSIIION (1.23). For each pair of CLNR’s A and B with B c A, there is a number 
v3 > 0 such that if 7 EZ~(A, B)/Z,(B, B) and G-.&t) c v3, then 
G&t) = inf(M(Q): QEI~+~(A) and P(A, B)@Q) = 7). 
Proof. The proposition follows from the detinitions, 1.11, and 1.14. 
DERNITIoNs (1.24). 
(1) If t and S are as in 1.22, S is called an M,,,-isoperimetric choice for ‘5. 
(2) If ‘c is as in 1.23 and S E I,+,(A) with P(A, B)(%) = z and &f(S) 5 2G,,&, then S 
is called a G .,,-isoperimetric choice for 7. 
PROPOSEION (1.25). For each pair of CLNR’s A and B with B c A, andfor each positive 
integerp, there is a numbei v > 0 such that ifTi E Z,(A), k > 0, for i = 1,2, . . . ,p, 
sup(M(ZJ: i = 1,2, . . . , p} 6 v 
then there is S E Zk+l(A) which is an MA,,-isoperimetric choice for 
P(A, B@$) 
with 
M(S) 5 sup(M(7J: i = 1,2, . . . , p). 
2. SEQUENCES OF CHAIN MAPS 
DmoNs (2.1). 
(1) For each n = 0, 1,2; . . . , let 9(1, n) b the cell complex of the unit interval I = [0, l] 
whose l-cells are the subintervals, [O, l-2-“], [1*2-“, 2.2’7, . . . , [(2” - 1).2’“, 11, and whose 
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O-cells are the endpoints, [0], [ 1.2-7, [2*2-“I, . . . , [ 11. One has the usual boundary homo- 
morphism 
d : Jql, n) + X(1, n) 
d(Cq9 bl) = I31 - Cal for each l-cell [a, b] 
4Cal) = 0 for each O-cell [a]. 
If a is a p-cell in $( 1, FZ), dim(a) = p is the dimension of a, and S( I, n& is the direct summand 
of $(I, n) generated by cells of dimension p. 
(2) If a, b E R with a < b, let ([‘I, b]) be the cell complex of the interval [a, b] which is 
isomorphic with S( 1,O) and is identical with 9(1,0) in case a = 0 and b = 1. 
(3) For each m = 1, 2, 3, . . . ‘and each n = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
dym, n) = Jql, II) @ . . . @I .P(l, n) (m times) 
is a cell complex on I”. a = a1 @ . . . @ a,,, E 3(m, n) is a p-cell and dim(a) = p if and 
only if for each i = 1, . . . , m, ai is a cell in #(I, n) and 
icldim(cr3 = P. 
Correspondingly, S(m, n)P is the direct summand of 9(m, n) generated by cells of dimension 
p. The boundary homomorphism d is given on each cell by 
4a)=4alC3...63aa,@ ...C3Q=i~l(-l)~ib,~... @da,@ . . . @a,,, 
a(i) = 1 dim(aj). 
j<i 
AcelIjIisafaceofacelIaifandonlyifforeachi= l,...,m,eitherfii=a,or/Iiisan 
endpoint of ar. The vertex set of a consists of all O-dimensional faces of a. 
IfaeS(m,O)isap-celIforp > 0,thenforeachi = 1, . . . ,pandeachs = 0, l,thereis 
a unique integer j such that aj = [0, l] and a(j) = i - I. Define 
aCi, 81 = a1 @ . . . @aj-i@Ccl@aj+l . . . @Ia,. 
Clearly a[i, a] is a (p - l)-dimensional face of a, and also 
d(a) = C (- l)i+‘a[i, cl. 
i.c 
Let &m, n) be the subcomplex of 9(m, n) generated by all cells a such that for some 
i = 1 , . . . , m, ai = [0] or cli = Cl]. 
(4) The subdivision map 
9:9(m,n)+9(m,n+l) 
for m 7 1, 2, 3, . . . and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . is given on $(I, n) by 
Y([p*2’“]) = [p-27 forp=0,1,...,2” 
Y([p*2_“, (p + 1).2-“-J) = [2p*2-‘“+‘), (2p + 1)-2-(“+9 
+ [(2p + 1)*2 -b+l), (Zp + 2).2-(~+1)] for p = 0, l?... ,2” - 1. 
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For aI @I . . . 0 a, E #(m, n), set 
Y(a, @ . . . @aJ = 9(aJ@ . . . @9(aJ. 
(5) The condensation map 
V:~(m,n+l)+Jqm,n) 
for m = 1, 2, 3, . . . and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . is given on 9(1, II + 1) by 
vI([2p*27 ‘“‘l’]) = cp.2-7 forp=O,1,...,2” 
W([(2p + 1)*2_ ‘“f”]) = [(p + 1)*2-q forp=O, 1, . . . ,2”- 1 
qc2p.2- (“+I), (2p + 1)*2 -(“+“I) = [p*2_“, (p + 1)*2’7 forp=0,1,...,2”-1 
v?([(2p + 1)*2_ (n+l), (2p + 2).2-‘“+“]) z 0 for p =‘O, 1, . . . , 2” - 1. 
For aI @ . . . 0 a,Ef(m,n), 
%?(a,@ _.. @aJ=W(a,)@ _.. @V(q& 
PROPOSITION (2.2). 9 and W are chain maps, and 9 0 Gf is chain homotopic with the 
identity map. 
Proof. It is clear from the definitions that Y and Ware chain maps. To show the chain 
homotopy, define for each m = 1, 2, 3, . . . and n = 1,2, 3, . . . and i = 1,2, . . . , m, a chain 
map 
pi : #(m, n) + 3(m, n) 
B,(a,@... ~ai_,~ag~ai+~~‘...~a,)=a~~ . . . ~ai_1~Y0~(a3~ai+I~... @a, 
for aI @ . . . 8 a, E Y(m, n), 
For the same m, n, and i, also define 
9i : 9(m, n) + 9(m, n) 
given on #( 1, n) by 
9~([2p*2-“]) = 0, forp=O, 1, . . . ,2”-’ 
91([(2p + 1)..2_“]) = [(2p + 1)*2_“, (2p f 2)*2-Y forp=O,1,...,2”“-1 
fa,([p.2_“, (p + 1)*2’“]) = 0 for p = 0, 1, . . . ,2” - 1. 
Then if a is a cell of Y(m, n) 
G;i(al @ . . . @aOr,_, @ai@ai+l @ .., @am) 
=(-l)“%, @I . . . @ai-l@~91(~&@ai+~@ . . . @&w 
Jt is straightforward to verify 
90% = B,09’20 . . . 09, for each m and n 
9 io” + doBi= Pi - (identiti) a foi each m, n, and i. 
The proposition follows. 
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DEFINITIONS (2.3). Assume B c A c P. In case k = 0, B is assumed empty. 
(1) An (A, B) chain map 9(m, n) + I*(A) of degree k is a pair (4A, +J of graded 
homomorphisms 
#A : J%, n) + I*(A) of degree k 
4s : am, 4 + ~*@) of degree k - 1 
such that 
ao~s=~god 
aohw) = 4Aa3 +(-W&“> for each aPE9(m, n&. 
If (4% 4:) and (4:,44) are two (A, B) chain maps of degree k, an (A, B) chain homotop y 
between (&, 4:) and (I$:, ~$3 is a pair (t,bA, tiB) of graded homomorphisms 
*A : Y(m, n> --+ I,(4 of degree k + 1 
JIB : Y(m, n) + I,(B) of degree k 
such that . 
+&2d+a.$JJ=(P&$; 
JIA 0 &P) + a 0 9&3 + (- l)pJl&P) = bXa3 - &X4 
Similar definitions apply to subcomplexes of 4(m, n). Note 
for each aPEY(m, n&. 
that, up to Sims, MA, 4~) 
describes a chain map into the mapping cylinder of the inclusion map 
I*(B) + I*(A)+ 
(2) An (A/B) chain map 4(m, n) + I*(A) of degree k is a graded homomorphism 
4 : $(m, n) -) h&4 of degree k 
such that 
P(A, B)o(a,4) =P(A, B)o(+od). 
If $’ and I$’ are two (A/B) chain maps of degree k, an (A/B) chain homotopy between q5” 
and 4’ is a graded homomorphism 
$ : JTm, n) + I,(4 of degree k + 1 
such that 
P(A,B)o(JIodfa.~)=.P(A,B)o(~‘-~‘). 
Similar definitions apply to subcomplexes of S(m, n). 
1 
THEOREM (2.4). For any two CL#R”s A and B with B c A, there exists a positive number 
vInB with the following property: Let 
$:.f(m + 1, O), + &(A, B) (in case k = 0, B is assumed empty) 
be any homomorphism satZsfying 
G.&(a), f(B)) < vA,B 
whenever a and j? are O-cells in the vertex set of some m-cell in S(m + LO). Then orie can 
#nd mr (A, B) chain map 
of degree k such that 
(‘-$A, dB): y(m + 1,0)+&(A) 
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(1) 4,1-J% + 1, Oh = fund &p(m + 1, O), = a “f: 
(2) For each l-cell a E j(m + 1, 0), 
+B(a) is a G&soperimetric choice for &(da) 
dam is a G,-isoperimetric choice for +,(da) - &(a). 
(3) For each p-cell a E X(m + 1, 0), p > 1, 
&(a) is an M-isoperimerric choice for &,(da) 
+Ja) is an M-isoperimetric choice for +,(da) + (- l)p&,(a). 
(4) If@ = sWG,(f(a)JO) : a and /I are O-cells lying in the vertex set of some m-cell in 
9(m +, 1, 0)), then for each p-cell a E 4(m + 1, 0), p I 1, 
W4AaI) 6 P@ 
M(Ma)) S p@ 
e 
where p > 1 is as in 1.19 if B replaces A. 
(5) If (&, &J is another (A, B) chain map satisfying (l), (2), (3) and (4), then (& $3 is 
(A, B) chain homotopic with ($_,, 4B). 
Proof. The theorem follows from 1.11, 1.13, 1.14, and 1.19. 
T&&EM (2.5). For any two CLhX’s A and B wiih B c A, there exists a positive number 
v,,, with the following property: Let 
g : Y(m + 1, O), + &(A, B)I&(B, s) . 
be any homomorphism satisfying 
GA&(a), 0)) < VA/B 
whenever a and /? are O-cells in the vertex se{ qf some m-cell in #(m 9 1, 0). Then one can 
$nd an (A/B) chain map 
4 : 9(m + 1,O) + I*(A) 
of degree k such that 
(1) For each 0-ceN a E S(m +, 1, 0) 
PM B> 0 4(a) = Aor) 
MHar)) < 2%&.7(a)); 
(2) For each l-cell a E 9(m + 1,O) 
+(a) is a G.w boperimetric choice for P(A, B) D &da)! 
(3) For each pceZZ a E #(m + 1, 0), p < 1, 
4(a) is *ill MA,,-isoperimeiric choice for P(A, B) 0 #da); 
(4) If Q = sup(G,&s(a), &V :aand~areO-cellslyinginthcvertexsetofsomem-ccll 
in 9(m + 1, 0)}, then for each p-cell a E #(m + !, 0), p > 0, 
M(4(a)) < 28; 
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(5) If 4’ is another (A/B) chain map satisfying (l), (2), (3), and (4), then qY is (A/B) chain 
homotopic with 4. 
Proof. The theorem follows from 1.22, 1.23, and 1.25. 
PROPOSFIION (2.6). Let A, B, Y,,,, v,,, be as in 2.4 and 2.5. Suppose 
f : I”.+ &(A, B) (in case k = 0, B is assumed empty) 
g : Z” -+ &(A, W/Z,@, B) 
1 are continuous maps in the topologies determined respectively by the GA metric and the G,,, 
metric. Then there exist positive numbers N/ and N, such that 
G&(u), f(v)) 6 v,4,B 
‘L&W, 9(Y)) 5 vA,B 
whenever u, v, x, y E I” and 
distance (u, v) 5 2-N’ 
distance (x, Y) 9 2-Ns. 
DEFINITION (2.7). Let A, B, VA/B, ft and N, be as in 2.6. Then a sequence of (A, B) 
chain maps for f is a family of (A, B) chain maps 
(ti”, ti1: s(m, 4 + Z,(A) 
ofdegreekforn = 0,1,2, . . . ande = 0,l together with a family of (A, B) chain homotopies 
(ti, $9 : JTm, n) --) L(A) 
between (@lo, $29 and (@A’, 42’) for each n = 0, 1, 2, . . . chosen in the follo?ving way 
(1) For &h II = 0, 1,2, . . . and each O-cell a E 4(m, n) 
ti’(M = f(laI) 
where Ial is the point in I” corr&ponding to a. 
(2) For each n 2 N,, (pi’, 4:‘) is chosen bi accordance with 2.5. 
(3) For each n < IV/ 
(~~1, &I) -_ (~~+lJ 09, ~;+*JoY) 
14) For &I n =. 0, 1, 2, . . . 
(+I+ l*O, #&+,“*“> = (@$.V, f&W) 
(&“, &O) = (43’S &‘) 
(5) If n 2 N,, then for each O-cell a E @I, n) 
PA(a) is a &isoperimetric choice for c#(a) - &‘(a) 
JT,(a) is a GA-isoperimetric choice for @%‘(a) - &‘(a) + vs(a) 
and for each p-cell /I E 9(m, n), p > 0, 
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$L(B) is an M-isoperimetric choice for p;‘(B) - q;‘(p) - vB(djI), 
1p~(/3) is an M-isoperimetric choice for &‘(fi) - @i’(B) - pI;(djI) - (- l)‘t&B(B). 
(6) If 0 < n < N/, then (I& J13 is the (A, B) chain homotopy indicated in 2.2. Also 
W% lc13 = (090). 
DEFINITION (2.8). Let A, B, VA/B, g, and NB be as in 2.6. Then a sequence of (A/B) 
chain maps for g is a family of (A/B) chain maps 
@,’ : #(m, n) + I,(A) 
ofdegreekforn = 0, 1,2, . . . and E = 0, 1, together with a family of (A/B) chain homotopies 
v : 9(m, n) + I,(A) 
between @*O and $nB1 for each n = 0, I, 2, . . . chosen in the following way 
(1) For each n = 0, 1,2, . . . and each O-cell a E 9(m, n) 
P(A, B) 0 +(a) = g(la/) 
WW)) < 2M&g(lal)) 
where Ial is the point in F corresponding to a. 
(2) For each n 2 NB, @*I is chosen in accordance with 2.6. 
(3) For eaoh II c NB, 4”.’ = 4”+lV1 0Y. 
(4) For each n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , t#~‘~~*’ = #&I 0 W. Also #‘*’ = 4O.l 
(5) If n 2 NV, then for each O-cell a E f(m, n) 
+“(a) is a G,,,-isoperimetric choice for P(A, B) D [p’(a) - @*‘(a)] 
and for each p-cell fl E S(m, n), p > Q, 
t/“(B) is an MAjB-isoperimetric hoice for P(A, B) 0 [@*‘(/I) - @“*‘(B) - +“(dp)] . 
(6) If 0 < n < N,, then tin is the (A/B) chain homotopy indicated in 2.2. Also I,$’ =.O. 
PROPGSITXON (2.9). The choices of (@J, ~5;) and $” in 2.7 and 2.8 respectively give the 
Jollowing inequalities. 
(1) For each n 2 N, and each p-cell a E f(m, n), p 2 0 
Wti(a)) and W&W) 
are both less than or eqiul to 
P.~uPW,M~SI), .f(lrl)>: ISI and Irl are the points in Zm corresponding to O-cells B and y 
lying in the vertex set of some m-cell in ,f(m, n)> 
where p is as in 2.4. 
(2) For each n 1 Np and each p-cell a E S(m, n), p 2 0 
M(ti(a)) 
is less than or equal to 
2*SuP{%9(g(IPI), g(lY/)): IsI =d 1~1 are the points in F corresponding to O-cells @ and 7 
lying in the vertex set of some m-cell in 9Cm, n)}. 
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~OPoslTION (2.10). Let A and B be CLNR’s with B c A. 
(1) Syppose 
f : Urn, 1”‘) + (Z,(A, B), 0) 
f’ : (F, 17 + (&(A, B), 0) 
h : (I x I”, I x i”) + (Z,(A, B), 0) 
are maps continuotu in the GA metric topology such that h is a homotopy between j&f ‘. 
Suppose also 
(W, $3 : (#(m N, Sk, 4) + (&O, 0) 
(dG‘, di’lt;? : (#(m, 4, ‘&h N) -+ (WO, 0) 
forn = 0,1,2, . . . and E = 0, 3 are part of sequences of (A, B) chain maps for f and f ’ respec- 
tiueZy (that&m, n) maps to 0 is automatic). Then (via, #‘;I”) is (A, B) chain homotopic with 
(#y, qi”$?) for each II and each E. 
(2) The corresponding statement for (A/B) chain maps is true. 
Proof. The statement (1) follows from the existence of a sequence of (A, B) chain maps 
for h whose ,appropriate restrictions agree with the sequences for f and f ‘. A similar proof 
works for (2). 
3. THE MAIN ISOMORPHISMS 
(3.1). Let A and B be CLNR’s in 2 with B c A, and consider the integral cycle groups 
Z,(A) 
&(A, g) (in case k = 0, B is assumed empty) 
W4 @/Z,(& B) 
for each non-negative integer k. Let Z,(A) and &(A, B) have either the GA metric topology 
or the topology of M-bounded weak convergence (see 1.9 and 1.10). Also let 
%(A, WW, g) have the GAIB metric topology. One seeks to define natural isomorphisms 
F., : WZdA); 0) + K,+,(A) 
FA,B : &&(A, @; 0) + %,+dA N 
J’A,B : %,(U4 WW, @; 0) -+ K,,+&% B) 
for each pair of non-negative integers m and k, between the m-dimensional homotopy 
groups of the k-dimensional integral cycle groups and the m + k-dimensional homology 
groups of the supporting spaces. 
CGNSTRIJCIION OF THE MAP FA (3.2). For each homotopy class 
cfl o Uz,(A) ; 0) 
choose a representative map 
f : V”, 1’7 + (Z,(A), 0) 
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Then for any sufficiently large n (i.e. no smaller than NJ, use 2.3, 2.4, and 2.6 (assuming 
B is empty) to define a chain map 
+A : (Jw, 4, ,id(m 4) -+ (I*(4 0) 
of degree k. By 2.4 any two such chain maps are chain homotopic. If al, az, . . . , ap are the 
m-cells of $(m, n), then 
is a cycle in I,,,+,(A) with integral homology class 
Set 
Since chain maps which are chain homotopic give rise to the same homology class in 
H,+,(A),‘it follows from 2.10 that FA is well defined, and it is clear that FA is a homomor- 
phism. Note that if 
(4%“,$i:n=0,1,2 ,... and s=O,l) 
is a sequence of chain maps for f (obtained by taking B empty in 2.7), and if a is the m-cell 
in S(m, 0), then 
THEOREM (3.3). F* is an epimorphism. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the following construction. 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE MAP EA (3.4). One seeks to construct a function 
E, : fL+,(4 + WU4 ; 0) 
FA’o EA = identity on If, +&I). 
Since A is a CLNR, there is a neighborhood U of A in RS and a Lipschitzian map u : U + A 
with U(X) = x for x E A. For any homology class 
‘EH,+,(A) 
one can find, by [2, 05.51, an integral polyhedral chain 
ToGJ+,W) 
such that the homology class of 
%(T)oZ,+L(A) 
is 7. For simplicity, and without loss of generality, assume 
B 
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and no co-ordinate vector (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) of R” is parallel with any face of T of positive 
dimension. Define 
fi : (190 + Gl+k- IW), 0) 
fi(t) = t?(T n (x: xl -E t}) for t~i 
f2 : v, I21 + Gk+k-,(~)~ 0) 
f2h t2) = Wll;(h> A b: x2 < t2)) for (ti, 12)e12 
fm : urn, 1”) + GW), Q) 
fm(t t t)=a~,_,(t,,...,t,_l)n{x:x,ct,)) 19.**, rn_l¶ m 
for (tr , . . . , &#_I, &JEF 
f : (I”, irn) -+ (U4 0) 
fG hofm- 
The continuity offcan be verified. If then [f] is the homotopy class offin II,(Z,(A),:O), set 
L(r) = U-l. 
It is straightforward to show 
and hence FA is an epimorphism. It is possible, at this point, to prove also-that &-is a 
homomorphism, but this fact is not needed. Another construction for EA arises in $6. 
THE MAPS FA,e AND FAle (3.5). Suppose 
f : (P, I”> --) (Z&4, B), 0) (for k = 0, B is assumed empty) 
g : (I’“, I”9 + @,(A WW, B), 0) 
represent homotopy classes 
Lfl E WU4 B>; 0) 
respectively, and 
{(&*, #), (e, +;): n = 0, 1,2, . . . and E = 0, 1) 
{~,+“:n=0,1,2 ,... and~=O,l} 
are respectively a sequence of (A, B) chain maps forf, and a sequence of (A/B) chain maps 
for g. If a is the m-cell in 4(m, 0), define 
FABUI) = C4?°C41 
FA&~> = C4°D0W1 
the respective homology classes in H,,, (A, B). In a manner similar to that used for FA, 
and using 1.5, FA,B and FAla are verified to be well defined, natural epimorphisms. 
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(3.6). It is true that FA, FAeB, and FAIB are, in fact, isomorphisms. This fact will be 
provedin $7 in the following way: Suppose 
Lfl E a&uA m ; 0) with F&Lfl) = [OJ. 
Then a formula for a homotopy 
h : ([O, 31 x F, [O, 31 x 1”) + (Z,(A, B), 0) 
h(0, x) = 0 for xEF 
h(3, x1 =f(x> for xBI” 
will be constructed between f and the 0 map, giving [f] = [0] and hence 
kernel (F,& = 0. 
Similar fbrmulae will show 
kernel (FA) = 0 and kernel (FAIB) = 0. 
, 
4. A DECOhWOSITION THEOREM AND EXTENSION CRITERION FOR MAPS 
INTO TOPOLBGICAL ABEL-IAN GROUPS 
DEFINTIONS (4.1). 
(1) Let hi : I” + I”‘, ni(X) = (X1, .a. 3 Xi-1 9 1, Xi+1 3 . . . 3 X& for XEI” and i = 182, . . . , m. 
(2) Let ?i : F * I’“, fi(X) = (X1 9 .vs 3 Xi-1 9 0, SUp(Xi, Xi+,}, Xi+2, .a. 9 Xd for %eF and 
i=l,2 ,..., m-l. 
(3) Let Ai : F + P-l, Akx) = (xl, . . . , xivl, x~+~, .. . , x,,J for xsF and i = 1,2, . . . , m. 
(4) If f is a function with domain I”‘, thenf[i, E] is the function with domain F”, 
f[i, E](X) =f(x, , . . . , Xi-1 , E, xi, . . . , x,-l> for x~1t-l and i = 1,2, . . . , m and E = 0, I. 
(5) Let [i, E] = F n (x: ,xi = E) for i = 1, 2, . . . , m and E = 0, 1. Note, in particular, 
that iffis a function with domain F, then 
fi[i, &I =/jr” n {X: Xi = &I. 
LEMMA (4.2). l’he following relations hold when defined; f is any fun&on with domain F. 
(1) IliO~ji=llj071i 
(2) fl[i, 111 =fo+t Ill 
(3) A~OX~ = n, 
(4) niO~j= Ajoq if icj 
(5) 1LiO~j = ~jOX1+1 if i 1 j 
(6) 7L,0~i=Xi*IZi+l=~i+10ni=~*oox,+l 
(7) AftOj=?j-10 i f. if i<j 
(8) AioZj =rjOf, if i>j+l 
(9) r,[i, 0] = identity 
(10) (AiOsi)[i + 1, 01 = &+Ji + LO1 
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(11) (@ + LO]l)j[4 Oil = (&+ll[i + LOll)ll4 04 
(12) U(fo Q11[k 01 is constant, then f 0 q is constant. 
DEFINITION (4.3). Let Z be any topological abelian group. Then for each m = 1, 2, 
3 , . . . and each continuous map 
f:F-+Z 
define continuous maps 
f(i, e) : Im + i! 
for i = 1, 2, . . . , m and E = 0, 1, in the following way. 
(1) I(m, 1) -fo *m. 
(2) Assumingf(i, 1) has been defined for i = k + 1, k + 2, . . . , m, 
for k = 1, 2, . . . , m - 1. 
(3) f(L 0) = 
(4) kssumingf(i, 0) has been defined for i = 1, 2, . . . , k - 1 
f(k 0) = [f - izlf(i9 1) - ~~~f(i, O)] oTk 
for k ‘= 2, 3, . . . . . m - 1. 
(5) f(m, 0) =f - jlf(i, 0 - y$:f(;, 0). 
Note, in particular, that 
that f - f(m, 0) depends only on fit”, and that (f(m, O))[i, e] = O.unless [i, E] = [m, 01. 
DECOMPOSITION THEORM (4.4). Letf: F + Z as in 4.3. Then 
(Am, O)>Cm, 01 = ,= lE.., (- lY+“+“UCis El)(m - LO>. 
v0.1 
EXTENSION CRITERION (4.5). As a corollary to the decomposition theorem, suppose given 
a continuous map 
f: i*+z. 




is that there should exist a map 
satisfying 
g:I”+Z 
(1) g[i, s] = 0 unless [i, s] = [m, 0] 
(2) g[m, 0] = c (- l>i+e+m(f[i, s])(m - 1,0) where 
i= l,Z,...,m 
c=O,l 
f[i, s](x) =f(xl, . . . 3 Xi-1 3 E, Xi, . . . , X,-l) for XEI*-‘. 
Of course, one t: ‘-esf(m, 0) = .g. Noting that the otherf(i, e) depend onZy on f, one has 
f= C f(i, 6). 
i= l.Z....,m 
e=O.l 
4.6 PROOF OF THE DECOMPOSITION TKEOREM. The decomposition theorem 4.4 is a 
consequence of the following lemmas and corollaries. Assume throughout f: F + Z is 
given as in 4.4. 
LEMMA (4.7). For each k = 1, 2, . . . , m 
(1) f(k, l)][i, 11 = 0 if i > k. 
(2) f(k, i)I[i, 01 = [f[i, Ol(k, 1) -fCL ll(k 1)] 0 nJ[i, 01 $ i > k. 
(4) f(k, l)j[i, e] = [(f[i, e])(k - 1, l)] o&l[i, elj for E = 0, 1 Qnd i < k. 
Proof. 
(I) For each E = 0, 1 
(a) j(m, l)j[m, sn =fo 7~[lm, En =f Cm, 13 o 2, o TJI& En 
=fb, II O~mIb, 4
I 
m-l m-l 
= pm, w 1) + &_fbb ll(i, 0) 
I 
O~mIE~, n 
(b) f(m, l)j[i, en =fo~ml[i, e]i =j[i, E] o&oX,I[i, en =fCi, eloq,,-l o&l[i, El 
=f[i, e](m - 1, l)O&j[i, slj if i < n.’ 
(2) Assume the lemma is true for each m when applied to f(m, l), flm - 1, I), . . . , 
f(k + 1, 1). Then for each E = 0, 1 
(a) f(k l)l[i, 14 = [f - jJ..(~y 1)] ox& 11 
= [(f - j&ft.i, 1)) Osni -fK U] 0 nkllEi, ln 
- 
= 0 for i > k. 
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0-4 S(k, l)I@, On = [f - j;;r(L I)] olc,lk on 
= [fl[i,On - g{(j, l)jli, On -f(k l)lb On - &tjy l)llb OIlI 
0 zkI[i, On 
= [f Ci, 01 - &fCi, Ol(j, 1)] ~~~oh/P, 01 
- [fCi, 11 - ,&H_i, ll(j, 1)] ~~~~Jizilli~ 01
= [j[i, O](k, 1) -f[i, l](k, 1)] OA,l[i, 01 for i > k. 
(c) m, up, en = [f - &fti, 01 o 4Ck 4 
= f [k, l] - &fCk, ll(i - 191) 1 0 &ll[k~ 81 
= @k, l](j, I) + ~@Ik 1% 0110 Ailk 4 
(d) f(k, l)([i, En = [f - j~f(I, 1)]4llk 4 
= [f[i, 81 - ,&fCi, el(j - 1, 1)] 0&04)lT.i, 4 
3 [f [i, 81 - 7 pi, &l(j, I)] o nk- onill[i9 en 1 
I >- 
=fii, e](k - 1, 1) 0 &l[i, 84 if i c k. 
COROLLARY (4.8). 
(1) &Cj, l)l[i, 11 =f I[4 1n for i = L2, . . . , m. 
(2) $,i(j, l)l[i, 01 = l$:CrCi, Ol(k, 1) -f Ci, ll(k, 0)] o&1@, 01 for i = L2, . . . , m. 
(3) [f- Ef(j,l)]l[i,ll=O fori=1,2 ,..., m. 
1-l 
(4) [f - f f(j, I)] 1 [i, on = :c:[fCi, Ol(k, 0) -f [iv ll(k, O)] &lUL 01 
1-l i 
for i = 1,2, . . . , m. 
LQou(4.9). Foreuchk= 1,2, . . . . m- 1 
(0 f (k O)lP, 1110 for i = 1,2, . . . , m. 
(2) f (k, O)j[i, 01 = 0 if i < k. 
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(3) f(k, O)I[k, On= [f - &(h 1) - ;&(i’ O)] / Ik, Ol. 
(4) f(k, O)l[i, Ojj = [_f[i, O](k, 0) -f[i, l](k, O)] oJil[i, 01 if i 2 k + 2. 
Proof. 
(1) (a) Al, O>l[L lJJ = [.f- &fti, 1)] ~$0, Ill 
= [f- j$p II] 1 14 1~ 071iuk co = 0. 
wu,o~j~~on = [r--$a u] 0711u14 = [f--2a l)]/aA. 
(d) f(l,O)j[L on = [f- jp(L l)] +([ik on
m-1 
= &[fci, wi, 0) -4, mi, o,J o 4 o 7il86 on 
= [SF, 01 -~$fCi, Ol(.L l)] 0 21 o AIBis on 
- [f CC 11 - ~$A6 1X.k 1)] 071~4K4 Oil 
‘_ 
= [f[i, O](l, 0) -f[i, l](l, 0)] 0&i([i, 01 for i 2 3. 
(2) Assume the lemma is true for each m when applied to f( 1, 0), f(z, 0), . . . , flk - LO)’ 
(a) fk O)jUk II)= [f - $jti, 1) - @, 011 +jEk, 11 
= ([f -&(i* 1)] / uk + 1,111 - ;&C, O)IKk +1, in) 
csqjl[k, 11 = 0. 
(b) I&, O)l[i, 11 = [f - ,&(.L 1) - &(j, 0)] 0 7&i, 11 
for i # k. 
CC> .f(k o>lUi, on= [f - jzi(j, 1) - ~~)j, o;] 0 7&ti9 Oil 
- j$I p, O)I[k, on] 0 #, Oil = 0 I for i < k’ 
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- j&[fCi, OX 0) -fCk ll(i, O>] 0 4 OQIi, Ol! 
= 
m-1 
- ifI% 11 - j&/Ci, ll(j, 1) - $+i, ll(j, Ol] 0%04/64 Oil 
= [f [i, O](k, 0) -/[i, l](k, 0)-J oA,l[i, 01 for i > k + I. 
LEMMA (4.10). For each k = 1, 2, . . . , m - 1 
(1) f(k O)l[k + 1, On= i=l~,...,l(-l)k’i’e~~~fCi, &l(.h OWk+l[lIk + 1, on. 
s=o,1 
(2) tal,z~.L+ i(- V+YCk d(k 0) = 0. 
s-o.1 
Proof; 
(1) f(l, o)p, on = [f - &fG. 111 0423 on 
3 
[f - ,&G, u]/ 61, on Otlp, on 
= ~@fu, OXi, 0) 41, W, 01-J 4 042, on 
WI-1 
= ,Jp) l+l+“jpl, 4(j, ob 4llI2~ on. 
(2) [f - i&fG, u] j (61, on  6z 01) 
= ~$~[_W~ OXi, 0) -f[l, ll(j, o)] o 4]([1, on  62, on) 
= :$l[fCZ OXA 0) -.fP, ll(j, o)] 4j([l, on  62, on). 
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Hence 
0 = pc2, w, 0) -JP, 1l(j, 0) -fCL w.i, 0) +fU, w o>l 
0 h)(lP, Ofi n P, ON 
[ 
m-l 
= J,,'- l)'+' fCk &Xl, 0) + jg;‘ci, &XL 0) 
II 
lb 010 &j([L 01 n 12, 01) 
c=o.1 




0 = i=q 2(- lY+’ [ fC& 81 - j&fiIiT El(h 1) I 07~1lL 01. 
z=o:1 
And 
0 = iz 2(- l)‘+’ 
PO:1 
[ 
fCk 4 - ~~~flh &lU, 111 0 *I. 
Therefore 
Q = iz 2(-l?fCi, &XL 0) 
LPO:l 
(3) Assume the lemma is true for each m and all values of k less than h. Then 
f(h, o)p + LoI = [f - i$[(i, 1) - ‘l:f(i, o)] o 4P + 1, on 
= [ f - ,gf(i, 1) - I$lf(i, 011 j h on o 4P + 1, on 
= r$fCh olk 0) -fCk I](& o>] 4 o 7,lp + 1, on 
h-2 
- ipm, 0x4 0) -m, w, opho7hp + 1, on 
m-1 






(-l)h+i+Pj=; !ci9 =%_k Oh ih”7kll[h + l, ‘1 
. . . ..h 
r=0.1 
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(4) Assume the lemma is true for each m and all values Qf k less than h. Then 
f - ,&(i, 1) - I$4 o)] [(lb Oil n [h + 1, Oil> 
= ~~~[A3 + 1, W,O> -fCh + 1, ll(j,o)].~~,,,l(([h,onn~~ + LOD 
-;gm+ Lw,o>-m+ 1,1l(i,O)]a~~+l[(l[h,0nnI[h+ Loll) 
=~$~[jCh W, 0) -fCk W,O)]~4J(lI~,On~ i[h + Loll> 
-~&fa,wm -fCh w,o)f.hl(b onnv +1,on> 
_~~~(-~jh-l+i m-1 j=~_l[fCi,W, 0) -fCill(j,O)lo~,l([rh,Onn[h + 1,onI. 
Hence 
0 = i=l,Z.,h+L(-l) 
h+i+z~~htfCit &I(j,O)oR,+,l(%h,OnnIh+ Loll> 
r=o.1 
~ROI.UR~ ($11). . 
(I) f (m, o)p, e] = [f - j@4 1) - y$l>(4 Q] 1 lb 4i = 0 U&W [i, 8]= [m,o]. 
P 
(2) f(m,O)l[m,O] = C (-1)“+‘+‘UCi,81)(m LQ)OLIfmron. i- l.Z....Jm 
r=o,1 
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Remark (4.12). The following is an equivalent definition for EX 1 f(i, 1) 
5. THE CUTTING AND DEFORMATION FUNCTIONS FOR WTWRAL. CURRENTS 
IN sIMPLKIAL COMPLEXES 
(5.1). Tbe cutting function C and deformation function D are defined in the present 
chapter for finite simpkial complexes. For convenience, and without loss of generality, 
one can consider only subcomplexes of simplexes canonically embedded in Euclidean space. 
DFRNITrONS (5.2). 
(1) Let 
A” = (s: s is a non-empty subset of 1,2, . . . , n} 
for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . Define 
dim(s) = (the number of elements in s) - 1 for SEA” 
A; = A” n (s: dim(s) = i) for i = 0, 1, . . . , n 
AtI = I$. 
Let < be some linear ordering on A” such that ifs and t are in A’,‘dim(s) < dim(t), then 
s _( t. 
IsI = R"n 
t 
x:cx.= icr ’ 2 14 ~1 and Xi=0 ifigs I 
is the simplex in R” corresponding to s E A”. Notethatsisafaceoftifandonlyifs c t 
ifandonlyifj 1 1 If s c t or s and c in A”. The center c, of Is], s E A”, satisfies 
(Cs)i = (dim(s) - 1) - ’ for iEs ) 
(Cbi' 0 for i$s. 
Define then 
p,:Zx R"+R" 
ps(t, X) = C, + (i- t)(x - cs) fortel and XER" 
noting that pS(t, X) E Is’1 whenever x E Is’1 knd s c s’ E A”. 
(2) The deformation jimction D is given by _ 
D : A” x Z x Z,(R")+ Z,(R") 
w, 4 T) = cr,(0*(T) for s E A”, t E I, T E Zc(Ra) 
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(see [2, §2.!$ Note, in particular, that ifs c s’ E A” and T E Z&l), then D(s, t, T) E Z&l) 
for each t e I. Clearly also D is continuous in the variable i with respect to the G,&, metric 
topology on Z,<js’j). 
(3) For each s E A”, let U, : R” + R, u,(x) = ci xl, for x E R”. Note that u, satisfies the 
Lipschitx condition 
[I&) - us(y)1 6 (dim(s) + l)‘i.I~ - JJ~ 
Then for each s E A” and each r E R, set 
for X, yeR”. 
L(s, r) = R” A (x: u,(x) > r}. 
(5.3). For the remainder of this chapter, assume k and n are fixed non-negative integers 
and A is a simplicial complex in R”. In particular, suppose A = U IsI, and A c A” has the 
srh 
DERIIWON (5.4). Let U be a q element subset of 4(A). A function 
t:A+R 
is compatible with U if and only ifa 
(1) (2z*di&) _ 1).2-2*dimW < r(S) < (22*dWs)+l _ 1).2-ZdimW-1 
foreachseb. 
(2) There exists a function 
such that 
C(r) : A x U --, Z,(A) 
C(r, s, T) = T - c C(r, s’, 79 n L(r(s), s)~Z0) 
r’<s 1 
foreachToUandeachso&and 
M X(r, s, T) - T - c C(r, s’, T) 
r’<s 1) nL(r(s), s)] 
4 q.(dim(s) + 1)~-22’dim(s)f1*M &C(” s’, T) 1 
for each TE U. 
If, in fact, r is compatible with U, then C(r), uniquely defined above, is the cutting function 
on u colTesponding to r. 
LEMMA (5.5). For i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, set 
Suppose r : A + R satisfies 
a(i) = (22’ - 1).2-21 
b(i) = (221+1 _ 1).2-(2i+U. 
a(dim(s)) < r(s) < b(dim(s)) 
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for each s E A. Ifs, s’ E A n At and s + s’, then 
distance (closure [A n L(r(s), s) - U {I.(r(t), !): t E A and dim(t) < h}], 
closure [A n qr(s’), s’) - U (L(r(f), t): t E A and dim(f) < h}]) > 0. 
Proof: Since the two sets in question are clearly compact subsets of R”, it is suilicicnt 
to show they are disjoint. Suppose then x is contained in their intersection. Let r = s n s’, 
c=s- r,.anda’ = s’ -t. SincexeA, 
Since x E closure [L@(s), s)], 
C Xi 2 I(S) > a(h) = (22k - 1)*2-2h. 
ieuvr 
Since x a closure [L(r(s’), s‘)], 
c xi 2 r(s’) > a(h) = (22h - 1)~2’~‘. 
im’ur 
Since s + s’, r contains at most h elements. 
Sincexou (L(r(f), t): t~AnAt_,), 
c x1 I b(dim(r)) s b(h - 1) I: (22h’1 - 1)*2--(2h-‘1? 
ier 
Hence 
2.(2h - 1)*2--2h C C Xi + C Xi 
iulur Wur . 
= imzUsXi + 2 Xi < $2 + C, Xi 4 1 + (22h-’ - 1). 2’(2h”) 
which is false since the first and last terms are equal. 
LEMMA (5.6). Ler a(i) and b(i) and r be as in 5.5. Then for each s E A, closure [A n 
L@(S), s) - U {I@), t): I E A and dim(r) -C dim(s))1 * 
C U {t: s c toA}. 
proof. Let x be contained in the left hand set above, and set s, = {i: x1 > 0) E A. 
It issufhcient to show that s c s,. Since x 4 L(r(t), t) if dim(t) c dim(s), t E A, then 
E Xi < tit> < r(s)m 
Since x E closure CL(+), s)], 
But ifs C$ s,, s n s, E A, and dim(s A s,) < dim(s), then 
i*;sxxi = z *i < ds) 
which is a contradiction. 
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LEMMA (5.7). Let a(i) and b(i) and r be as in 5.5. Ifs, s’ E A and dim(s) c d&(s’), 
then either s c s’ or 
distance (closure [A n qr(s), s) - U (L(r(t), t): t GA and dim(t) < dim(s))], 
closure [A A y<s’), s’) - U (L(r(t>, t): t E A and dim(t) -c dim(Y)}]) > 0. 
ProojI Suppose s * s’. Then, since the two sets in question are clearly compact, it is 
suflicient o show they are disjoint. Suppose x is contained in their intersection. l’heu 
and 
z xi < r(t) if t E A and dim(t) c dim(s) 
Hence 1 + r(s A s’) - r(s) - r(s’) > 0 with dim(s n s’) < dim(s) < dim@‘) 
impossible considering the restrictions on r. 
THEOREM (5.8). Let U be a&ire subset of IdA). Then there exists a faction 
r:A+R 
whi& is compatible with U, and there exists a cutting function 
C(r) : A x U -+ I,(A) 
on U corresponding to r. Furthermore 
support Mr, s9 T)) = UJ[ 
and hence 
D(s, t, C(r, s, Tl,) E I,(A) 
foreachsEA,eachtEI,andeachTEU. Thusforfixeds~AandT~U 
t + D(s, 4 W, s, Tl) 
which is 
is a path, contimwus in the GA metric topology on IJA) and bounded in mass by M(T), con- 
necting C(r, s, T) to 0. 
Proof. The proof is a consequence of 1.18 and the preceding lemmas. 
LEMMA (5.9). Let rl : A + R be compatible with (Tj for some T E I,(A). Let rz : A -, R 
be compatible with 
(C(r, s, T): SEA) (req. with (X(r, s, T): SEA}). 
Ifs,, s2 E A, then either 
C(f2, s2, C(r,, ~1, T)) = 0 (rw. C(r2, 32, Wrl, sl, T)) = 0) 
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or Sl c s2 or s, c s,. i7lus 
ml9 -%)~WZ, xz)C(r,, s2, ar,, 81, n)ELGo 
Qv. Wl, xJ~~(~~, x,)C(r,, s2, Wrl, sl, W=LlW) 
for each x E I’. 
Proof. The lemma is a consequence of the earlier lemmas. 
THEOREM (5.10). Suppose 
ri: A-+R (i = 1,2, . . . , 4) 
are compatible as required, and 
ai : I*(A) 3 I*(A) (i = 1,2, . . . , q) 
are respectively either the boundary homomorphism or the identity map. Suppose also 
Si~A for i = 1,2, . . . , q. 
Then there exists a number b, such that, for any T E I..(A), the function 
I, --, I*(A) 
x+D(~~,x~)~D(s~,x~)~ . ..oD(sq.xq)o~qoC(rq,sq)odq_-1oC(rq_-l,sq_-l)~... 
0 4 0 C(r,, sJo( 
for x E IQ, is continuous in the G, metric topology on I,(A) and is bounded in mass by 6,-M(T). 
Proof. The theorem is a consequence of 5.9 and the fact that the functions ri are 
compatible choices. 
6. THE’INTERPOLATION FORMULAE 
(6.1). Suppose A and B are simplicial complexes with B c A, and 
(4~3 4~) : fltm 0) -, LA4 
is an (A, B) chain map of degree k. The present chapter describes a formula which defines 
for each R-cell a E 9(m, 0) a continuous function 
h, : I’* &(A, B) 
h,[i, E] = 0 unless [i, 8-J = Cp, 01, is= 1,2, . . . . . p, e = 0,l 
h,Cp, 01 = c W)P+i+zhdi.r, I= 1,2,....p 
r==O.l 
h,(O) - 4A4 in case dim(a) = 0. 
Then by 4.5 with h, = g, and sequential definition, there is a continuous function 
f:F-4Zk(A,B) 
f (ISI) = +A@) for each O-cell /I oX(m, 0). 
Using these interpolation functions together with a sequence of (A, B) chain maps, the 
homotopies necessary to show kernel (FA,J = 0 are constructed in $7. Similar constructions 
apply to FA and FA,,. Finally, the condition that A and B be simplicial complexes is 
removed. 
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DEFINITIONS (6.2). 
(1) For each p-cell a E 9(m, 0), p > 0, let r, be the set of all sequences 
Y = (y1, yz9 *** 3 Yp) 
of cells in 9(m, 0) for which 
(a) yP = a, and 
(b) ifi = 1, 2, . . . ,p - 1, 
either yi = yi+ 1 
Or 39 = ri+Lj, 4 forsomej= 1,2, . . . ,dim(yi,,) and 8~0, 1 
(see 2.1(3)). 
(2) For each y E r, let 
sign (y) = (- l)( p+:~:l.(dim(yr+*)-dim(lr))+~~:llr, YI+~) 
where 
jYi9 Yi+lj*= O if Yi = Yr+l 
. lYi,Yi+l[ =i+8 ifrr = Yi+10,4 * 
(3) For each y E r,, define e&j; y), for i = 1,2, . . . , dim(a) andj = 1,2, . . . , dim(y,), in 
the following way 
(a) &, 0; Y) = 1 if either i = p or yl = yI+, 
@)4~,O;Y)=O Otherwise 
(4 e(&i; Y) = 1 (j>O)ife(i,O;y)=land 
(4 e 6 i; Y) = 0 (j > 0) otherwise. 
(4) Define for e = 0, 1, 
d’ : I*(A) *I,(A) 
8’ = identity 
a’ = a. 
THE (A, B) INTERPOLATION FORMULA (6.3). Let A be a simplicial complex (as in 5.5) 
containing B as a subcomplex. Let C and D be the cutting and deformation functions 
defined in 5.4 and 5.2(2). Also let 
(+A, &I : Jw, 0) --, I*(A) 
be an (A, B) chain map of degree k. One then constructs for each p-cell a E 9(m, 0), p > 0, 
a continuous function 
h, : P -, z&4, B) 
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given for x E Zp by the formula 
Ux) = y& sign (Y) C &xl , sl> 0 W2, s2) 0 . . . 0 Nxpp sp) 0 
S$,Sl,...,SpEA 
0 
0 ac(l*o;y) 0 C(r(1, yJ, SJ 0 $&I) 
dim(vl) 
+ j;l (_l)i+dMrt) o @hiA o c(+, yp), sp) oa c(P- Lj:y)o 
oC(r(p - 1, yp_l), sp_Jo . . . 0lV*W(r(l, yJ, 
Here the set of functions 
I 
de(p*O;y) 0 C(r(p, yp)) 0 cvp- l*Oiy) 0 c(r(p - 1, yp_ J, sp_ 1) 0 . . . 
r(i, yj) : A -) R for i = 1,2, . . . ,P and rer, 
are chosen in the following way (see 5.4 and 5.8) 
(a) ~(1, yr) is chosen to be compatible with the set 
(4A(YI)I ” IMJJI 
for each y E r,. 
(b) r(2, y2) is chosen to be compatible with the set 
(ae(t,o;y’)o C(r(1, y;), ~1)~ 4A(~;): Y’Er, with y; = y2, ~1 EA} 
” (0 *e(lPj;Y’)C(r(l, y;), s~)~&&;): Y’EI-, with y; = y2, j = 1,2, . . . , dim(y;), s,EA} 
for each y E r,. 
(c) The r(i, yi), y E r,, are chosen sequentially for i = 3, 4, . . . , p in a similar manner, 
to be compatible with the currents which C(r(i, yi)) cuts. 
(d) If for some i = I, 2, . . . , m, it happens that CLi = [O, I] and that for each face B of a 
with pi = [0, I] 
&A@1 0 *** @Pi-r @Co1 @Pi+1 @ *** @Pm) 
= 4”(al@ *.* @A-l @,ll coBi, c3 *** a&J 
+B(BI 0 ... @Pi-l @II01 @Pi+1 0 *.. @Pm) 
= MA 63 **a ctQLl@ Cl1 @A+1 @ *-. @j&J 
then the choices described in (a), (b), and (c) are made so that 
r(j, PI @ se. @Pi-l @ Co1 @Pi+1 @ .*a @Pm> 
= r(_L A 8 . . . E3Ll GO Cl1 @Bi+l @ . . . @S,) 
for each j = 1, 2, . . . , dim@) - 1. 
Note that the function r(i, yJ is indexed’by the cell yr and not by the entire sequence y. 
In particular, if /? is any q-cell in f(m, 0), q 2 0, and y’ E r, with 
ri’ = Yf for some i 
then r(i, $), appearing in the formula for Zz,, satisfies 
r(i, yi) = r(i, yi). 
C 
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One defines also for each O-cell a E 4(m, 0) 
h, : @) + Z&t B) 
h,(O) = h&4. 
THEOREM (6.4). tet A, B, C, D, (+A, $B), and {h,: a is a cell in 4(m, 0)) be ur in 6.3. 
Then for each p-cell a E S(m, 0), p > 0, 
(1) h,[i, E] = 0 unless [i, E] = Ip, 01, i = 1, 2, . . . , p Md E = 0, 1. 




(1) (a) It is immediate that h,[i, l] = 0 for any i = 1,2, . . . , p since D(1, s)(T) = 0 for 
any s 6 A and any integral current T in domain (D(x, s)). 
(b) Consider h,[i, 0] for any i = 1,2, . . . , p - 1. Since D(0, s) is the identity map for any 
s E A, one has 




;efP,o;Y) o . . . o adLo:9) odei-lvRy)o . . . 0 +A(yJ 
dim(n) 
0 
+ jT; (-l) 
i+diMn),, +P.~;Y), ... o @.I;Y)~ ,geU-Li;y), ... o ,$B(YI) 
Examine the summa& of h,[i, 0] indexed by y E I’,. 
Case (i). SUPPaSe yi-1 = Yr = Yi+i for 1 < i < p. Each of the summands of h, 
indexeri by such y E r, is itself indexed by j = 0, 1,. . . . , dim(y,). The exl?ression 
@i.i:v) o @- 1 J;r) j = 0, 1, . . . , dim(yJ 
then appears in each and is equal to one of the following: 
a,a=o (appears in all but two terms) 
d 0 (identity) = 8 (appears in one term) 
(identity) 0 i3 = 8 (appeamin one term). 
Since the terms corresponding to the second and third possibilities appear with opposite 
sign and otherwise are identical, they cancel each other. 
Case (ii). Suppose dim(yi_1) < dim(yJ < dim(yi+J for 1 < i < p. For each such 
y E r,, consider the unique y’ E I,, given by 
7; = yj if j * i, yi + yi* 
The summands of h, indexed by y and y’ appear with opposite sign, but otherwise are ~ 
identical, and hence cancel. 
Case (iii). Suppose yr+ = yi 9 yi+l for 1 c i < p. For each such y E r,, consider 
y’ 6 I?,, given by 
Y; = yj if I+ i, vi = Y[+~. 
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The summands of h, indexed by y and y’ appear with opposite sign, but otherwise are 
identical, and hence cancel. 
Case (iv). Suppose yi-1 + yi = yi+r for 1 <j c p. This possibility is discussed in 
(iii). 
Case (v). Suppose i = 1 and yl = y2. For each such y E r., consider all y’ E r, for 
which 
y; = yj if j * 1 
r; = yrtj, ~1 forsomej=1,2 ,..., dii(y,) and &=O,l. 
The necessary cancellations (no longer pairwise) follow from the following two equations 
which hold since ($A, @JJ is an (A, B) chain map: 
W_4(Y I) = C (-1>‘+c4A(ylCi, sl) + (-l)d*m(Y~)48(yi) 
i= l,l,...,dim(yl) 
r=0,1 
W,(Y 1) = i= l,2,Edim(yl)(- l)i+e~~(yl[i~ 4). 
*=0,1 
Case (vi).. Supp,ose i = 1 and y1 = y2. This possibility is covered in (v). 
(2) To prove the second part of the theorem, consider summands of h&, 0] indexed by 
Y o l-l? 
Case (i). Suppose yP i yPml. There is pairwise cancellation among terms indexed by 
such y E T’,, similar to the cancellation in cases (i) and (iii) above. 
Case (ii). Suppose yP * Y~_~. In this case, yP_l = y#, s] for some i = 1, 2, . . . , p 
and some s = 0, 1. Associate with each such y = (yl, . . . , yP+, yJ the set of sequences 
Y’ = (YL r;, a** , y;_r) satisfying the conditions 
r;-1 = a[i, e] for some i = 1,2, . . . ,p andsomes=O, 1 
. Y;=Y;+l whenyj=yj+rforj=1,2,...,p-2 
Y; = r;+ Ji, ~1 when yj = yj+Ji,&]forj=1,2 ,..., p-2 andsomei=1,2,..., 
dim(y;+ r) and some E = 0,l. 
Each such y’ then indexes a summand in the formula for 
h * P’ 1 + z&4, B) o[i.aJ * 
for some i and E. This correspondence between the summand of h, indexed by y and those 
of the hei,,, indexed by the y’ induces the equality in the second part of the theorem. 
CONSDWX-ION OF CONTINIJOUS hh~~ PROM CHAIN MAPS (6.5). Suppop 
($A, 4%) : -m, 0) -+ I*(4 
is an (A, B) chain map of degree k, and suppose 
{h,: a is a cell in f(m, 0)) 
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are the various functions constructed in 6.3 using (4A, ‘+a). Denote by Ia\ the face of I” 
corresponding to cell a E 9(m, 0). Also for each p-cell a E 9(m, 0), let 
A,: l*+lm 
A,(x) = Y for XoI*, ysl” 
where 
Yj = xi if dim(aj) = 1 and i dim(a,) = i 
q=1 
and 
CYjl = Crj if dim(aj) = 0. 
One seeks a continuous function 
f : I’” + Z&4, B) 
f(la(J = +A4 for each O-cell a E 4(m, 0). 
f is defined face by face on I”, inductively on the dimension of the faces. The above formula 
gives f on all O-dimensional faces. Suppose then, inductively, 
(1) f has been defined on all faces of Zm of dimension less than p. 
(3) If /I is a (lo - I)-cell of 9(m, 0), then 
Cf&(P - LO> = h, (see 4.3). 
Let c( be a p-cell in 4(m, 0). By the inductive assumption (l), one has defined 
[fOAJ : i* + z~(A, B). 
Examining the extension criterion 4.5 with 
uOAz] replacingf(in 4.5) 
one sees that with 
h, replacing g (in 4.5) 
the conditions 4.5(l) and 4.5(2) are satisfied as a consequence of 6.4 and the second inductive 
assumption. One thus takes 
Cfo A&P, 0) = h, 
and defines 
cfo A,] : I” --, Z,(A, B) 
in accordance with 4.4. In this manner then f can be extended to each p dimensional face 
of I”. 
THEOREM (6.6). Let A be a simplicial complex containing B as a subcomplex 
(1) Corresponding to each (A, B) chain map 
(4,,,4e) : .JW, 0) -+ I,(A) 
of degree k, there is a map 
f: Im + &(A, E), 
defined in accordance with 6.5, which has the following properties: 
(a) f is continuous in the GA metric topology. 
(b) For each O-cell a E 4(m, 0) and corresponding point Ial E I”, 
f (Ial) = CPA(a). 
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(c) If for some i = 1, 2, . . . , m and some cell x E Y(m, 0) with al = [0, l] ‘it happens that 
for each face fi of a with fli = [0, I] 
4A(B1@ -** @Pi-l@C”l@Bi+IO e-m BP*) 
= 4A(B1@ *** @Pi-i @ [ll @Pi+1 @ .*a OBm) 
~B(P1~...~Pi-l~[“l~Bi+l@...~Pm) 
‘then 
=$8@81@ ..a @Pi-1@[1]@Bi+l@ .a* @Pm) 
f(x 1, ..* ,xi- l,xi,xi+19 *** rXnr)=f(X1, *a* Yxi-l, O, xi+I, *** 9 xm) 
for each x E I”’ with Xj E gj for j = 1, 2, . . . , m. 
(d) The choices made (in 6.3) in the construction off on each face of I”‘, say for example 
I” A (x: xicai for some fixed cell aef(m, 0)), 
depend only on the values assumed by 4A and 4B on the faces of a. Hence the restriction of 
f to any face of I” is determined by the corresponding restrictions of 4~ and 48. 
(2) There exist numbers G,(A, B; m) and M,(A, B; m) depending only on A, B, and m 
such that if ($A, C#JJ andf are us in (l), then 
(4 sup(Wf (x)1: x E I”> 5 M,(A, B; m) - sup(&f(4,(a)), i&Q&(a)): a is a p-cell in 
S(W O), P I 0) 
@I sup(G,(f (x),f (y)): x, y E I’“} 5 G,(A, B; ml * w(~(4,k4), M(4&)): a is a pcell 
in #(m, O),p > 01. 
Proof. The theorem is a straightforward consequence of 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 5.4, 5.10, 6.3, 
6.4, and 6.5. 
7. CONSTRUOTION OF THE HOMOTOPJES 
THEOREM (7.1). L.et A be a simplicial complex containing B as a subcomplex. In case 
k = 0 in the following, assume B is empty. Then for each pair of non-negative integers m 
and k, the map 
\FA,B : K,(UA 9; 0) --) H,+d& B> 
defined in 3.5 is a natural isomorphism. 
Proof. In view of 3.5, it is sufficient to prove kernel (FA,B) = 0. This fact will be a 
consequence of the following. construction. 
(=ONSTRUCTION OF THE HOMOTOPY h(7.2). Suppose 
has homotocy class 
and 
I : Urn, i“‘> --, (Z,(4 B), 0) 
Lfl E KmGW4 B>; 0) 
FA.BKfl) = O~fL+k(A, 8). 
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A homotopy 
h : ([O, 31 x I”, [O, 33 x P) --, (&(A, B), 0) 
h(0, x) = 0 for xoZ” 
h(3,x) = f(x) for xoZ” 
is constructed in the following way. 
(1) Choose any sequence of (A, B) chain maps for f 
{(w, &c), (e, $21): n = 0, 1,2, . . . and s = 0, 1). 
Since &,([f’]) = 0, there is SE Z,,,+,+,(A) such that 
43%~ - aSEZ,+k(R) for the m-ceil am E S(m, 0). 
Modify W?“, &‘I and Wi, ~$1 if necessary to insure that for each a E 9(m, 0) 
&“(a) = 43”(a) = 0. 
In particular, take 
KW) = S for the m-cell ame 4(m, 0) 
$&“‘) = (- l)“&‘(a”) - dS for the m-cell a’“o#(m, 0) 
i&(a) = JIga) = (, if dim(a) < m, a E 4(m, 0). 
Let the real numbers 
0 = a, < b, < a, c b, < a2 -c b, < . . . 
be given by the relations 
b ” = I+ $-’ 
i=O 
(I, = b, - 2-“. 
Note also 
a n+l - b, = 2-(“+l) 
lima,=limb,=3. 
“+m n-+aJ 
Definethenforn =O, 1,2, . . . the(A,B)chainmaps 
(Q;, W : (I&, 4,l) C3 jh, 4 --r LA4 
of degree k by setting for each a E 4(m, n) 
(Co:, , %XCKl 63 4 = (#Co, dC”Xa) 
(@Z, ~~XChl@ 4 = (KY, &%4 
(@I;, %XCa,, &I @ 4 = (ti j $4X4. 
(2) If one considers ([a,, b,]) ~3 S(m, n), n = 0, 1,2, . . . as the union of complexes iso- 
morphic with 4(m + 1, 0), then by 6.5 and 6.6 there are continuous maps 
I. : (I&, hl x r”, [a,, h,l x 17 -, (G&f, N, 0) 
for I( = 0, 1, 2, . . . , each of which is the union of maps whose domains are (small) cubes. 
It cau be assumed, furthermore, by 6.6(l)(d) that if 
S(i,a):A+R 
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for cells a E ([a, b]) @ 9(m, n), dim(a) > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , dim(a) are the functions used in 
constructing the interpolation formulae in 6.3 for each n = 0, 1, 2, .,. , then 
F+ ‘(k La,+ J @ PI = FO, IL1 @ W-0) 
for each n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , each cell /I E 9(m, n), dim@) > 0, and each i = 1,2, . . . , dim@. 
(3) Now construct functions 
gn : 03,s a,+,1 x I”, I?, , an+ 11 x 1’“) -+ G&G% %O) 
g,(b,, 4 =_A#, ,x> for xeIrn 
S&n+1 ,4 =fn+lhl+l~ 4 for xoIm 
for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , in the following way. Each map 
V:S(m, n + 1)+4(m, n) 
induces a cellwise affine map 
C” * ‘P-,1”. 
In particular, if a is a O-cell of #(nz, n f I), then I 
c&l> = IWa>l 
where Ial and l%‘(a)1 denote the points in I” corresponding to a and %‘(a) respectively. One 
verifies that since 
(e+‘*O, f&+ l*O) = ($>I 0 %, r&J 0 V) 
by definition (2.7(4)) an d since the r”(i, a) satisfy the conditions in (2) above and the degen- 
eracy conditions of 6.3(d) (see also 66(l)(c)) by proper choices, then 
A,@,, c,(x)) =fn+d~.+i, ~1 
foreachxoFandeachn=0,1,2 ,.... Set 
g&,x) =L+,(~,+i,cn(~) -2""+"~(c"w - $.IC"<N -p> 
for eachn 5: 0, 1,2, . . . , b, s t s an+l andxor”. 
(4) Define 
f, : ((31 x I”, (31 x I”, + (UA, B), 0) 
fmc4 4 =fW for x E I”. 
The required homotopy 
is thus 
h : (CO, 31 x I”, CO,‘31 x 1’7 -+ (UA &,O) . 
h=(jofn)~(joa,)d_f~~. 
The uniform continuity of h with respect to the GA metric is a consequence of 2.4,2.9, and 
6.6(2)(b). From 6.6(2)(a) it follows that if’f and af are M bounded, then so are h and ah. 
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be the maps and spaces defined in 1.4. Let 
i, : Z&4, B) + Z,(U, V) 
be induced by the inclusion i of (A, B) into (U, V). Then 
(i+)* : %CUA @j--f W&W, VI> 
is a monomorphism. 
Proof. The lemma is a consequence of 1.5. 
THEOREM (7.4). Let A and B be CLNR’s with B c A. Then for each k = 0, 1, 2, . . . and 
each m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 
FA.B : IX&W, B); 0) -+ K,,+,(A, B) 
is a natural isomorphism. In case k = 0, B is assumed empty. 
Proof. In view of 3.5, it is sufficient o prove kernel (FA,J = 0. Let U and V be as in 
7.3, and choose simplicial complexes X and Y with Y a subcomplex:of X such that 
AcXcU and BcYcV. 
Let 
i:(A, B)-+(X, Y) 
j:(X, Y),,(U, V) 
be the inclusions. Consider the’diagrain 
64th Cl*)* 
ndZ,(;l, B) ; 0) - n&y Y); 0) - T‘I*(Z,(U, vi 0) 
I F.4.B 1 FX,Y L 
&+,(A, B) - Hm+dX, y> I* - Kl+dU, v> 
whose commutativity is readilyvetied. Since (ix)* 0 (i,)* andj, 0# ;i, are monomorphisms 
by 7.3 and 1.7 respectively, then so are (ix)* and i,. By 7.1, Fx,, is an isomorphism; hence 
Fx,p Q (i,), is a monomorphism. By commutativity, so is i, 0 FA,B. Hence FASB is a mono- 
morphism also, giving kernel (FA,J = 0. 
. 
THEOREM (7.5). Let A and B be CLNR’s with B c A. Then for each pair of non-negative 
integers m and k, the maps 
P,, : %@,(A); 0) + %,,+,(A, B) 
P,,/rr : %(&(A, B)/Z,(B, B) ; 0) + %,+,(A, B) 
are natural rsomorphisms. 
Proof If B is empty, then FA = FA,#, and the first isomorphism follows from 7.4. 
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In proving kernel (J&J = 0, a representative map 
I: I” + &(A, B) 
~A,Bul) = 0 
was chosen, and using a sequence of (A, B) chain maps forf 
{(&‘, r&), (c, t&)): n = 0, 1,2, . . . and E = 0, 1) 
certain continuous functions 
h, : P’ + Z,(A, B) . 
were obtained from which, ultimately, the homotopy between fand 0 was constructed (see 
6.3, 6.5, 6.6, 7.2). 
In an entirely similar manner, to prove kernel (F’,,J = 0, choose a representative map 
g i I” -+ Z(A, B)/Z(B, B) 
~A,BW) = 0 




. . . 
4 Y by 4’-’ 
@ by 0’ 
$5 by V 
+I+ by 0 
and E = 0, 1 in the interpolation formula (6.3), one obtains (discontin- 
h: : I” + Z,(A, B) 
whose projections 
(@“, t/P: n = 0, 1, 2, . . . and E = 0, 11. 
P(A, B) 0 h: : Ip + Zk(A, B)]Z,(B, B) 
are continuous. Using these projections in place of the h,, the remaining constructions of 
the homotopy are identical with those in the FA,B case. 
8. OTHER CONSEQUENCES 
THEOREM (8. I). Let A be.any CLNR. Then the boundary homorphism 
a : Ik(A) 4 Bk_1(A) for k = 1,2,3, . . . 
B f_ 1 = Zk_ ,(A) n{.T.-T = 8s for some S c I,(A)} 
is a quasi-fiber map 11, 1.11. In particular, then, 
8, : Qm(W),U4; 0) 4 G&- ,(A): 0) 
is a natural isomorphism for m = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
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Proof. For m = 1, 2, 3, . . . and k = 1, 2, 3, . . . consider the following diagram whose 
commutativity can be verified. 







The top horozontal row is the homotopy exact sequence of the pair (I,(A), Z,(A)) with base 
point 0, and i, is the identity isomorphism induced by the inclusion 
i : Bk._ ,(A) --) Zt_ ,(a). 
In fact, the pathwise connected component of 0 in Z,_,(A) is just E,_,(A), in view of the 
isomorphism 
From 7.4 
F;: rLJ(Z& ,(A); 0) + Nk_ ,(A). 
K(Z,(A); 0) = &,@,(A, A); 0) = 0 
JL- ,(Z,(A); 0) = L ,(Z,(A A); 0) = 0 
and hence 6 is a natural isomorphism. By 7.3 again, FA and F; are natural isomorphisms. 
It follows that 8, is a natural isomorphism. For m = 0, 
W,(A), Z,(A); 0) = &@t- ,(A); 0) = 0 
and d* is trivially an isomorphism. Since the homotopy groups in question are clearly 
independent of the choice of base points, a, is a quasi-fiber map. 
THEOREM (8.2). Let A be a CLiVR. Then every neighborhood Jy of 0 in Z,(A) with the 
GA metric topology contains a sequence of neighborhoods of 0 
N=JJv,~N,.~M,=,K,=, . . . 
and there exists a sequence of real numbers 
cc0 < fl1-c ccl < CL3 < *-- 
with the following property: For each m = 0, 1,2, . . . and each continuous map 
f : (I”, m -, w, ,O) 
there is a homotopy 
h:(f xI”,Z x t~-+(JV,O) 
h(O> 4 - f (4 for xoZM 
and furrhcrntore 
h(1, x) = 0 for xel” 
suP(M(h(t, x)): taZ and XEZ’“} 6 p;sup{M(f(x)): xsZm}. 
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Proof.’ Let vA,+ be as in 2.4 (taking B = 4). Then if 
Jy,,, = Z,(A) ,-I {T: G,(T, 0) < tv,& 
any map f as above is clearly homotopic with the 0 map. Using 6.6(2) and considering the 
method for constructing homotopies in 7.2, it is clear that H. and Xm can be chosen to 
satisfy the conditions of the theorem. 
Remark (8.3). Theorems corresponding to 8.2 are true for the groups &(A, B) and 
&.(A, B)/Z,(B, B), where B c A is another CLNR. 
Remark (8.4). The main isomorphisms of $3 are valid, of course, for many spaces 
A and B other than compact Lips&&z neighborhood retracts (for example, countable simp 
licial complexes) provided suitable topologies are prescribed for the associated spaces of 
integral currents. Also, with suitable supporting spaces, similar theorems can be obtained 
with subcomplexes of the integral currents. For example, if A and B are a simplicial com- 
plex and subcomplex respectively in R” and 
&(A, B) = Z&l, B) n (T: T is an integral polyhedral chain) 
then for each pair of non-negative integers m and k, as before 
K,(%(4 B); 0) E &,+,(A, B). 
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